
‚Antarctica has made me understand that nature is king and has absolute 
power over other things ... and we are a bit dwarf.... 
 

 
José Cháfer Cruz. 
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Sur Polar in Madrid 
 

Sur Polar®  has come to Madrid to take part in the activities of the Antarctic Week 
organized by the Complutense University. 
 

Last October, thanks to a cooperation agreement signed between the Complutense 
University of Madrid and the Argentina National Antarctic Bureau , one student of 
the Faculty of Fine Arts, José Cháfer Cruz, participated in an Art in  Residency 
Program at the argentine Carlini Base in Antarctica. 
 

After this experience, two Sur Polar® activities will take place during the Antarctic 
week. 
 

Sur [Espiral] Polar exhibition will be held  at the Faculty of Fine Arts from May 10th to 
20th,  2016 . 
 

In this exhibition, which will be open on May 10th at 5 pm, will be exhibited the 
installation SurEspiral , by José Cháfer Cruz that was made during his residence in 
Antarctica, along with the works of other Sur Polar® artists. 
 

On May 11th  at 12:30 pm, in the Hall of Degrees of the Faculty of Fine Arts, will be 
also exhibited the documentary film "Art in Antarctica" under the direction of 
Argentine documentary filmmaker Guillermo Galarraga and filmed during José 
Cháfer Art Residency. 
 

The Head of Art in Antarctica Program, visual artist Andrea Juan,  will present the film 
and, after the screening,  José Cháfer Cruz will share, with the audience, his 
experience gained during the 45 days spent in the Residence in that extreme and 
unique place worldwide. 
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Faculty of Fine Arts 

 Complutense University of Madrid 

 From May 10th to 20th, 2016 
Opening May 10th – 5pm 

 

Arte en Antártida 
Hall of Degrees – Faculty of Fine Arts 

 Complutense University of Madrid 

 May 11th, 2016 at 12:30 pm 

Screening Documentary Film « Arte en Antártida» 
by Guillermo Galarraga 

Presentation: Andrea Juan 
Panelist: José Cháfer Cruz 



Sur [Espiral] Polar 

SURESPIRAL 
José Cháfer Cruz 

This is a project that marks the human evolution throughout history and the 
environmental impact that these actions have generated. 
It is an installation specially designed for the Antarctic landscape and generated 
thanks to the physical and atmospheric conditions of the environment in which it is 
located. 
The project is based on the vertical placement of 13 wooden structures on which it 
will be adding liquid water mixed with a pigment greenish glow. 
Each liquid layer will be freezing by the action of cold temperatures causing a 
thickening of ice on the main wooden structure. 
These structures represent nature, while the ice with green luminescent pigment 
represents the pollution caused by humans. 
The ice structure is created layer by layer as a representation of a pollution that has 
grown gradually over time. The arrangement of these structures in the snow will 
follow a pattern that is taken from the nature: the Golden Spiral. 



SURESPIRAL 
José Cháfer Cruz 

Sur [Espiral] Polar 

Born in Madrid in 1991, Jose Cháfer studied Fine Arts at the Complutense University 

of Madrid, specializing in sculpture.  

He obtained his Fine Arts degree and currently he is completing a Master of Art 

Research and Creation in the same university.  Thanks to this he received and artistic 

fellowship residency in Antarctica, through DNA. 

In these moments he is digitizing his sculptural skills to take advantage and make 

use of new technologies linking them with more traditional media. 



Sur [Espiral] Polar 

A sensual exploration of our life cycle and connection to nature and the elements. 
Threading response-based dance, rich imagery and ethereal soundscape this visual, 
aural and physical embodiment of our living cycle is a response to our intrinsic and 
absolute connection to our elemental Earth.  
 
We are taken through the human lifecycle beginning with Air, a representation of 
birth. We then move through Water, life in it’s purest and most natural form. We then 
journey through the Fire of living, exploring the choices we make and the energy our 
individual lives. Followed lastly by Earth and our journey back to it through death and 
rebirth.  

ELEMENTS      
 Christina Evans  &  Sasha Dylan Bell 

Elements, Video HD, 5 Minutes, 2011   A film by Sasha Dylan Bell & Christina Evans  
Performer: Christina Evans  //  Composer: Anthea Joanna Varigos // 

Vocals: Carly Dickenson  // Timpani, theremin & wurlitzer performed by David Skeet of Skeet Music // 
Colourist: Marcus Herrick   //  Production Stills: Natasha Blankfield  // 

Special Thanks: Mish Graham Josh Sakariassen 



Christina Evans and Sasha Dylan Bell have creatively collaborated on many projects 

that symbiotically present performance, art and film.  

Evans was awarded an Australian Antarctic Arts Fellowship to create dance works 

Body of Ice and Polarity, presented across Australia and at the Antarctic Arts and 

Culture Festival in Argentina. Previous works include Toys, based on the sex trade 

and Australian Dance Awards nominee Made In Australia.  

Emmy award-nominated Bell, known for his editing background, has cut award 

winning features and hundreds of short form projects & television shows. He has 

worked with David Williamson, Michael Rymer and Rod Hardy. 

Composer Anthea Varigos is a sound artist who has worked with Portishead's Jim 

Barr, Skritch and Powderfinger's Ian Haug. 

ELEMENTS      
 Christina Evans  &  Sasha Dylan Bell 

Sur [Espiral] Polar 
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BREATHE      
 Larysa Fabok 

Imagery generated in 3DStudio, 2 and a half minutes of icebergs, trees, and Aurora Australis. The music resembles the 
sounds of the creatures that we might hear under the water.  The golden lines represent the music.  
Animator: Larysa Fabok  - Sound: Michael J Norris  - Support: Pansy Garden and Dubturtle  

Icebergs breathe  and growl, and trees dance to the droning whales under the lights 
of the Aurora Australis.  
Breathe is a fantasy of Ice.   
 I can’t remember when I became interested in the Ice.  Mum said that as a family we 
would have involved discussions about Antarctica.  I like the way that ice moves, 
forms, melts, shapes itself.  A totally unique substance.  The colours I see in ice fire 
my imagination.  There’s a whole world in there.  Breathe began as a statement 
about being in love with ice, and the story in it.  And my fear that one day it will be no 
more.. 



BREATHE      
 Larysa Fabok 

Sur [Espiral] Polar 

In 1988, I studied geology, drawing rocks, and thin sections, and colouring maps.  I 

loved drawing what I saw in thin section through a petroscope. 

In 2001, I went to art school, studying multimedia and oil painting.  It was a 

productive and enjoyable time.  Some of the art from that time went into my two 

Virtual Exhibitions. 

I continue to broaden my skills in new media.  My latest work is the Sound Garden, 

an almost generative music system. I developed my pastel technique because they 

won't freeze when I go out onto the ice to paint icebergs, and the northern lights.  



Sur [Espiral] Polar 

OCEANIC BLISS     
 Lisa Roberts & William Gladstone 

Oceanic Bliss celebrates the hidden diversity in life, and the Ocean as the great connector 
between our genetic ancestors and identity within the current digital era. From microbes 
to humans, a choreography of primal gestures is common to all living forms: circling, 
spiralling, crossing. From remote Antarctica to human habitats, life depends on light 
captured by myriad intricately patterned organisms that are invisible to the naked eye: 
phytoplankton - the base of the complex global food web. These drifting microscopic 
plants transform light energy into food for tiny animals like the dancing Euphausia 
superba (Antarctic krill), and their genetic cousins in warmer seagrass meadows around 
Sydney. Worldwide, glassy silica skeletons of phytoplankton fall, layer upon layer, to the 
sea floor, and are ground by water turbulence to form sand. Motion-capture technology 
traces ancient Chinese calligraphic gestures that signify 'Ocean', and are integrated with 
human gestures of connection through photography and animation. 

Oceanic Bliss, 2016  Vídeo 4 mins 47 sec.   // Datos de krill: So Kawaguchi y Steve Nichol // 
Caligrafía: Vikki Quill   // Captura de movimiento: Jason Benedek // 

Nadadores: Bliss Boaden, Isobel Cummings, Lisa Roberts, Shona Wilson  



Sur [Espiral] Polar 

OCEANIC BLISS 
Lisa Roberts & William Gladstone 

Lisa and William collaborate to reveal human relationships to oceanic life. Their art and 

science investigate change within ourselves and our environment. Lisa is a visual Artist 

and interactive author with expertise in animating data and human gestures. Since 

childhood she has danced and drawn the primal forms she knows from living beside 

ancient forests in Australia, and from practising German expressionist dance, and 

working with scientists as an artist in Antarctica. William is a marine biologist and 

photographer. Growing up by Sydney’s beaches led to lifelong fascination and 

expertise in what lies beneath the sea-surface. His work contributes to management 

and conservation of marine biodiversity, particularly in developing countries. William is 

interested in experiencing the different and similar ways in which an individual trained 

as an artist and an individual trained as a scientist respond to the same environment 

and the ways we depict and describe it. 



Sur [Espiral] Polar 

CONTINENT BLANC   
 Lorraine Beaulieu 

White continent / Continent blanc  Video 1280.mp4, 2minutes 32 secondes 
Photographies and video captation: Lorraine Beaulieu 
Montage: Lorraine Beaulieu and Philippe Boissonnet 

 

The video was produced a year after my stay in Antarctic.  
These images connect me to the impressions felt in these wild spaces. They make 
me feeling that I know the Earth before man’s transformations. I have connected with 
the purity of its infinite landscapes, and felt his wild and free spirit. In the white 
continent, water is purest than anywhere on the planet.  
But, for how many time?  What happen with this ice melting?  
This question about essential element for life anywhere we are, connect us with this 
part of the Earth. 



Lorraine Beaulieu is a multidisciplinary visual artist. She lives and works in Québec, 

Canada. She completed M.F.A.  in 2009 at University Laval and she is currently 

completing a second masters in aesthetics at UQTR University. Since 2002, her 

multidisciplinary artworks involve identity and our relationship with the environment. 

For her sculptures or site-specific installations, she removes everyday man-made 

materials from their utility life cycle, such as empty water bottles, umbrellas and 

newspapers, and brings them into artworks. In 2007, her environmental involvement 

permitted her an artistic residency in Antarctica. Her work has been seeing in several 

countries.  

Sur [Espiral] Polar 

CONTINENT BLANC   
 Lorraine Beaulieu 
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(ANT)ARCTICA  WALKING   
Philippe Boissonnet 

(Ant)arctica Walking is a short video performance created while I was exhibiting my 

interactive video installation «The Awareness of Limits (Icarus)» during the 

French/Quebec group exhibition Régénération at the University gallery R3 in Trois-

Rivières (2015). The awareness of the limits: Icarus (2013), is a Online Google Earh 

installation created in 2013 that seeks to convey to the viewer-actor the impression of 

a certain fragility of our collectively constructed ’Image of the World’. While I was 

walking onto the Google Earth projected image, right under the interactive motion 

sensors, I was purposely trying to control the on and off display of the Antarctica and 

Greenland/Arctic iced poles.  I then found quite meaningful to remark that the large 

white South Pole Continent had a dominant ‘weight’ within the camera detection and 

tonal contrast analyzing system. Whatever you do, dance or walk, from right to left or 

vice versa, Antarctica Continent is always the final place with which you have to deal 

with in this reconstructed world, because for Google the Arctic ice shelves has 

already been dissolved. Having been an artist-in-residence on Antarctica Peninsula 

(Marambio base) in 2007, I then reconnected immediately with my own sensorial 

experience of walking in the snow on this iced earth while doing the video editing of 

this art piece. 



Sur [Espiral] Polar 

(ANT)ARCTICA  WALKING   
Philippe Boissonnet 

(With a special thanks to Sebastien Cossette and Emmanuelle Hoarau for their participation with video 
projection images on the wall, and to Vincent Lecours for the programing of the interactive camera/ultrasonic 
system) 
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(ANT)ARCTICA  WALKING   
Philippe Boissonnet 

A native of France, Philippe Boissonnet is a professor of visual and media arts at 

UQTR where he directs the research group URAV. He holds a master’s in art from the 

Sorbonne (Paris, 1986) and a doctorate from UQAM (Montreal, 2013). As well, he 

obtained the award from the Shearwater Foundation for the Holographic Arts (United 

States) in 1998. His works in holography, digital media and light have been 

presented in North and South America, Europe, Australia and Japan. His artistic 

research seeks to convey the instability of images and of the representation of the 

world, as well as the fragility of the visible. 



Sur [Espiral] Polar 

Curator   
Andrea Juan 

Sur Polar®  founder and pioneer in carrying out her work in Antarctica. 

For ten years she developed there different series of her work that are based on 

scientific research and have a reflective content on the environment. 

She worked with site specifics, video, installation and SOOC photographs. 

She has curated multiple exhibitions where Sur Polar artists have shown their works. 

The Residency Art Program in the D.N.A. and Sur Polar are part of her body of work. 



Arte en Antártida 

DOCUMENTARY FILM by   
Guillermo Galarraga 

Arte en Antártida:   Documentary Film (50´) – HD - 2016 
Directed by :  

Guillermo Galarraga 
General Production by:  

SM Pro Art 
Artists 

Aïda Andrés Rodrigálvarez, Diógenes Ferrándiz Arnedo,  
José Cháfer Cruz y Teresa Jareño Querejeta 

Music 
AKASHIC RECORDS: Inspiration with piano -  MATTI 

PAALANEN: Corporate Inspiring, Inspire, Pop Rock, Fresh. 
Sounds:  

AUDIOVALOR 
Thanks to:  

Dotación CAI 2015, Andrea Juan, Gabriel Penedo,  
Natalia López Torrecilla, Lina Suspichiatti,  

Hernán Méndez y Julieta Pons.  

This documentary film speaks about the experience of four Spanish university artists 
during their Art in Residency Program in Antarctica. The film narrates the vicissitudes 
of the journey to Antarctica and their life on Scientific Base Carlini. 
The film tells us about the projects that led them to get their scholarships from the 
DNA, through its Universities in Spain. We can see the progress of their works as well 
as the difficulties to work in a virgin and inhospitable place, outdoor, in such an 
extreme and changeable weather. 
Galarraga manages to incorporate the viewer into the film to feel the anxieties, 
worries and emotions of the artists. He captures the different moments of the 
production of the artwork and shows the adaptation of the protagonists to overcome 
the difficulties that changes in the environment and climate surprised them. 



Arte en Antártida 

DOCUMENTARY FILM by   
Guillermo Galarraga 

Guillermo Galarraga has studied film and photography direction. 

He worked 10 years in a television program of the Argentine Army as 

cameraman and editor, where he could travel across the country documenting 

images of action and nature. 

He made several short films, videoclips, corporate videos and documentary 

films 

He is currently developing new own projects. 



For more information, please contact: 
 

sm@smproart.com  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

www.surpolar.org 

SUR POLAR 
SM Pro Art Circle S.L.U. 

 

Viamonte 2319 – 2º A                            El Mesón, 5 – B.2   3ºK 
C1056ABK  Buenos Aires                      39730 Beranga – Cantabria 

Argentina                                                       España 
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